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announcements
Micro filming project
microfilming

shanghai business archives

project preserve
provide access
accomplished
center
research
academy social sciences SASS

shanghai business archives
chinese business history CRCBS

successfully
shanghai

past several decades SASS collected many original documents left
large private
rong family enterprises liu hongsheng
companies
business
Hong sheng family enterprises
institute chinese economic statistics during
documents collected
1930s
1940s
collection
unusually rich source
studying chinese business history
files
example
Hong sheng
called chinas
donated
liu hongsheng
cainas king enterprises
lius
family include lius personal letters family
relatives
correspondences
many
business owners
government leaders minutes board meetings
contracts
company
professor mcelderry comments
1920s
1950s
collection
valuable
since companies usually maintain control
records regardless
country
business records
rarely readily available scholars hence
collection represents valuable resource
business history general
just
study
chinese business
studies
chinese business history chinese economic history
well chinese society
project cannot
value
overestimated
business historians benefit
these
documents
those scholars
work
contemporary issues china
find rich
resources these documents vivid examples drawn
these materials
help researchers
perceive
essence
chinese entrepreneurship analyze
common business strategies
chinese private businessmen developed dealing
foreign
domestic competitions
understand
causes leading
rise
fall
chinas
cainas largest private companies
accelerated privatization contemporary chinese business these documents
potentially
provide lessons
chinas
cainas new private entrepreneurs

unfortunately since many
centers holdings
handwritten
low quality paper
half century ago
highly fragile
them
already
high
damaged
humidity extreme temperature insects water
even floods many scholars
used documents
frayed
edges
stuck together
result water damage
them
fragile
begun disintegrate
alone
given them short shelf life
historical sources

remained

shelves

make things worse these documents
heavy use since
CRCS opened
1992
many scholars
graduate students stayed
months study
made intensive use
these documents obviously
these documents
used
handled
greater
danger
disintegrate

sponsored

henry luce foundation university

massachusetts dartmouth coordinated project
microfilm
preserve these valuable documents starting
1999
international advisory
committee
organized supervise
work chaired
sherman cochran
committee
includes chinese business historians librarians
microfilm experts
america linsun cheng
46

william kirby andrea mcelderry diane perushek
Pem shek kathlin smith australia lai chi kong china
fu sun zuwei
zhengfu
huang hanmin
buwei france wang ju
halmin qin chengfu
japan hamashita takeshi
Zheng
cooperating
university massachusetts dartmouth
budan university CRCBH began
fudan
repair
microfilm these documents early 2000 first
documents
carefully
reorganized
repaired
CRCBH selected 4000 files
them
advisory committee
two years hard work CRCBH now
microfilm
finished
300000 frames
microfilm these microfilms made
budan
fudan university library microfilm laboratory following
julio barrios
strict international standards
very high quality
rrios
former head
Bo
borrios
microfilm division
above
library congress stated
minimum
these microfilms
fact exceeds them
international standards
density
far
flim
filin
film
resolution
film excellent now stored
quality
processing
new
microfilm
humidity controlled storage box these documents
temperature
available international
scholars today just
five hundred years
originals
doubtful
now
still exist

provide better access chinese
foreign scholars catalogue
microfilined
micro filmed documents
carefully compiled
addition prof huang hanmin
hannian
hanniin
chinese scholars reviewed
microfilmed documents
wrote brief introduction
introduction
each 4000 files
includes collection name title author date
file
describes
brief introduction
major contents
document CRCBH
printed
685 page
introduction
catalogue
book titled contents
brief introductions chinese business history microfilm material
zilian mulu yujianjie
Zhong guo qiyeshi suwei
buwei ziliao
zhongguo
yu ji anjie
yuji
book available
contacting
purchase
prof lu xinglong
Xinglong
new director CRCBH
temporarily viewed online

httpwwwpeoplefasharvardeduschengsassindexhtm

sherman cochrane
cochrans
chrans new book encountering chinese networks western japanese chinese
1880 1937 intensively utilizes
corporations china 18801937
Hong sheng file
documents
liu hongsheng
stored CRCBH
part
project
translated
published august
book
2002
shanghai academy social sciences press
accomplishment
celebrate
project
institute economics SASS held international conference discuss various
issues
chinese business history
sample

vol

file brief introduction
title & introduction

04 001
04001

china enterprises bank

Hong sheng enterprises
liu hongsheng

including process creating
bank
banks business correspondences
1931 45 records
annual business reports 193145
stockholders meeting bank business
meetings board
supervise committee
meetings documents regarding various
stockholders capital
banks
investment
various businesses balance
sheets
financial date

47

time

pages

microfilm file

1931
50
193150

169

01
10801
0110801

dissertation abstract
TARSALA cheryl boettcher
sikuquanshu evidential research
author
what
1795
Qian long era china 1771
17711795
late qianlong
phd dissertation university california los angeles 2001

authorship

559p

abstracted

nog
noa 9 mar 2002
dissertation abstracts international 62 no9

2916

available through UMI order number 3026287

roger
dialectic between imposition
using framework
appropriation articulated
dissertation examines authorship
chartier
bibliography
sikuquanshu
collectanea
produced
chinese officials under
Qian long emperor between 1771
auspices
qianlong
1795
two parts
study
consider authorship
complementary aspects
first part
investigates
administrative context
cultural
production
sikuquanshu before
book summaries shuqian
miyao ie
sikuquanshu bibliographers
ers authors within qing
bibliograph
shukian tiyao
bureaucratic environment
second part explores
before
book summaries determine
summary writers viewed
authorship participants
how
literary
responsible
works
bibliography ie
author constructed
bibliographers
ers readers
bibliograph

through review

historical evidence
first part
study makes distinction between
sikuquanshu process
officials within
product seeking identify
sikuquanshu office
composed
bibliographic summaries major findings part
composition
sikuquanshu summaries
localized within three groups officials
sikuquanshu
office
before
book summaries
sikuquanshu collectanea
composed
revised
iterative process
strictly rationalized
bureaucratic routines consisting
statistical
qualitative content analysis
randomized sample summaries
sikuquanshu collectanea
second part
study identifies
words
summary writers
part two
chose describe authorship participants major findings
write
zhuan
normative function word
author
statistically significant classificatory effect
distribution across
divisions
edit forms pair
bian
fourfold classification
zhuan explain
compilation posthumous collections
individuals
family
relationships determinative
production
collections
preface
postscript
xuba
among
auba
frequently cited evidence
books
sikuquanshu
bibliographers
ers viewed themselves
legitimate authorship participants works
bibliograph
collectanea

dissertation abstract contributed
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